
Enhanced Shipping 
By bundling together an array of robust features, your warehouse will operate 

more efficiently than ever and have a high level of control over inventory. 
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ADVANCED

SHIPPING ENHANCEMENT
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DIRECTED SHIPPING: Multi-order directed 

shipping guides the user through the 

warehouse by bin location, once, for all 

items on multiple Sales Orders and is sent to 

Sage Shipping Data Entry.

INVOICE PICKING: After entering the Sales 

Order and items picked, this information will 

send back to Sage Invoice Data Entry. This 

module is used in conjunction with Scanco 

Wave Picking and Order Picking.

WAVE/ORDER PICKING: Directed picking 

guides the user through the warehouse by 

bin location for all items on single or multiple 

Sales Orders. The user stages each of the 

SO or items picked within a specified bin 

location.
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QUICK PICK: Single order picking for all 

items in all warehouse codes. Allocations 

create in the bin where items are picked, 

allowing you to pack items and ship them 

from either Scanco Shipping, Scanco Ship 

Picked, Scanco Invoicing, or Sage Shipping 

Data Entry.

CONFIRM PICK: Multi-order directed picking 

confirms the quantities picked, guides the 

user through the warehouse by bin location 

and transferred pre-allocated items from 

one/multiple bin location into one bin location.

COMPATIBILITY WITH MULTI-BIN: The 

power and flexibility gained from integrating 

Multi-Bin is extended on the handheld with 

Scanco Warehouse.

EVEN MORE

WITH A MULTI-BIN SYSTEM


